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Abstract— Laboratory animals used for experiments need
to be monitored closely for signs of pain and disstress. A
well-established score is the mouse grimace scale (MGS), a
method where defined morphological changes of the rodent’s
eyes, ears, nose, whiskers and cheeks are assessed by human
experts. While proven to be highly reliable, MGS assessment is
a time-consuming task requiring manual processing of videos
for key frame extraction and subsequent expert grading. While
several tools have been presented to support this task for white
laboratory rats, no methods are available for the most widely
used mouse strain (C56BL6) which is inherently black. In our
work, we present a set of methods to aid the expert in the anno-
tation task by automatically processing a video and extracting
images of single animals for further assessment. We introduce
algorithms for separation of an image potentially containing
multiple animals into single subimages displaying exactly one
mouse. Additionally, we show how a fully convolutional neural
network and a subsequent grading function can be designed in
order to select frames that show a profile view of the mouse and
therefore allow convenient grading. We evaluate our algorithms
and show that the proposed pipeline works reliably and allows
fast selection of relevant frames.

I. INTRODUCTION AND PREVIOUS WORK

While a large research effort is put into the development
of protocols that do not require the use of laboratory animals,
experiments on animals are still a crucial part of many
pre-clinical trials. Strict international regulations ensure that
the trial managers put an emphasis on animal well-being
by demanding strict stress monitoring over the duration of
each trial. Stress monitoring is standardized using well-
defined protocols based on stress research [1]. Following
the procedures described in these guidelines is a time-
consuming task often including animal handling, additional
measurements and close screening of video recordings. To
ensure objectiveness, it is recommended that many of the
tasks defined by the protocols are carried out by the same
expert, a requirement that further increases the complexity
of experiment planning. In recent years, stress recognition
research has focused on observing facial areas such as eyes in
order to develop reliable stress detection protocols. The work
has been inspired by research carried out on humans, for
which psychologists were able to show that a universal face
of pain exists [2] that is controlled by mechanisms that make
it cross-cultural and and even remain detectable in patients
with dementia [3], indicating of its fundamental nature.
Following these findings, morphological changes in the facial
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Fig. 1. A sample image from our grimace scale assessment recordings.
Four mice in acrylic boxes are filmed frontally against a red background.

appearance of different animals have been analyzed, resulting
in a substantial number of findings. As a result, a number
of grimace scales for different animals has been proposed,
starting with the mouse grim scale (MGS) for laboratory
mice [4] that has been proven to be highly reliable in
practical use [5] and followed by similar research published
for pain assessment in rats [6] [7] and rabbits [8], but also in
larger animals such as horses [9], sheep [10] and pigs [11].

With grimace analysis being an established pain assess-
ment method, many trials rely on measuring grim scale
parameters reliably. Usually, grim scale assessment is per-
formed by trained personnel using still frames extracted
from a video stream. This procedure requires a well-defined
workflow and setup for high-resolution image acquisition,
video processing and image rating. Performing grim scale
grading and behavioral analysis entirely manually is a time-
comsuming task, therefore a number of automated tools for
automated or semi-automated image grading have been pro-
posed by both academic and commercial software engineers.
In the following, we present a number of algorithms and
software packages presented for automated assessment of
rodent behavior:

The mice profiler [12] is a set of algorithms that allow



tracking of two mice in an enclosed area. The animals are de-
tected and modeled as a set of geometric primitives, allowing
tracking and automated behavioral analysis based on body
posture variance that is detected by analyzing the primitive
configuration. Social interactions can be analyzed as well by
evaluating the spatial relation and temporal behavior of both
detected animals. The work by Unger et al. [13] also allows
tracking of two mice in a laboratory setup. The method
is based on an active shape model that is extended by a
method for detecting and resolving collisions that is required
when both animals get into close body contact with each
other, a common problem seen in social experiments with
rodents. This way, different social interactions are detectable.
Additionally, behavioral analysis is performed by evaluating
the active shape model’s parameters, allowing detection of
social and individual behavior such as self-grooming which
can be an indicator for disorders. A set of widely used
commercial tools for rodent behavioral analysis is provided
by the Noldus company, with the EthoVision system [14]
being one of them.

All of the above described methods have been developed
for the automated behavioral analysis of rodents in top-down
scenarios such as open field tests, giving researchers a wide
range of tools to aid them in conveniently evaluating videos
acquired in these scenarios. However, grimace scale scoring
requires a different recording setting. Animals need to be
recorded frontally with a high-resolution camera and cage
setup that allows detection and assessment of subtle grimace
changes. Usually, small boxes made of acrylic glass are
used as animal containers for the duration of the grimace
scale recording. After acquiring the video data, the frames
are manually screened and relevant individual frames are
exported for assessment. Based on interviews with experts,
manual video screening and frame selection are the most
time-consuming part of the procedure. This bottleneck has
been identified and addressed in [7], where a grim scale for
rats inspired by the mouse grimace scale has been presented
together with an automated method for key frame selection.
The selection method uses the Viola-Jones face detection
algorithm [15] trained on rat image data to detect eyes, ears
and the whole head. Frames with good detection results are
then saved for manual assessment, i.e. no automatic pain
scoring based on the described grimace scale is performed.
To the best of our knowledge, the only method presented so
far for automated pain scoring based on grimace features has
been presented for sheep in [16], where HOG features from
facial regions are computed and analyzed using a support
vector machine.

Our experiments in applying the method from the above
publications to our image data in which black lab mice
(C56BL6, a widely used mice strain) has shown that none
of the available algorithms was suitable for face detection or
automated classification. The reason was that the Haar and
HOG feature descriptors used in the publications were not
robustly applicable to black mice due to lack of contrast.
Therefore, novel methods needed to be developed, which is
the contribution of this work. We introduce a set of methods

that form a pipeline allowing automated processing of mouse
videos and automatic extraction of a set of images for
efficient grim scale assessment. To the best of our knowledge,
we are also the first to present methods for facial image
assessment of black mice.

This paper is structured as follows: Following this in-
troduction and overview of available approaches, we de-
scribe the imaging setup used to acquire the videos and
our image processing pipeline for key frame extraction in
Section II. Quantitative and qualitative results are presented
in Section III, followed by a conclusion in Section IV and a
discussion and final remarks in Section V

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Here, we first describe the imaging setup designed in order
to acquire high quality recordings while staying compliant
with restrictions implied by animal handling requirements.
Afterwards, we give a detailed description of the pipeline
developed to process the images and extract key frames.

A. Image Acquisition

They key requirement of the imaging setup was the
acquisition of high-resolution frames under lighting restric-
tions imposed by animal handling regulations that limit
the maximal light intensity in labs working with mice.
Iteratively improving the setup and re-assessing the acquired
images resulted in the following optimized setup: The mice
are placed in small acrylic boxes designed following the
description given in the mouse grim scale definition. Up to
four boxes are placed in a holding frame to allow efficient
parallel recording of multiple animals. The frame is placed
inside a white light tent to even out incoming light and to
reduce reflections. A camera capable of recording videos at
a resolution of 1920 x 1080 at 30 frames per second is
placed outside the tent and zoomed in to record all cages
simultaneously. Finally, a red backdrop is placed behind the
cages to increase the contrast in the red color channel since
preliminary experiments have shown that the fur of the filmed
C56BL6 mice shows maximal contrast in the red channel.
Note that the backdrop color is perceived as black by the
mice since the spectral range of mouse eyes does not cover
wavelengths interpreted as red by humans and RGB sensors.

B. Image Processing Pipeline

The pipeline consists of several steps which are displayed
in Fig. 2. In detail, we perform the following steps:

• Subimage slicing - First, the image needs to be cropped
automatically into smaller pieces with each subimage
displaying only one box. To this end, a yellow marker
that is placed in the center of the holding frame is
detected by converting the image color space to HSV,
thresholding the image in each of the three channels
and combining the results using a pixel-wise AND
operation. Binary regions are detected in the resulting
bitmap and the coordinates of the largest connected
region’s centroid are used to slice the image vertically
and horizontally into four subimages.



Fig. 2. Our image processing pipeline. A detailed description of each step
is given in Section II-B.

• Box detection - In several recordings, not all slots
of the holding frame contain a box with an animal
in it. To increase the performance, image series that
contain no animal are detected and excluded from fur-
ther processing. Box detection is performed by applying
canny edge detection [17] to the red channel of each
subimage, followed by template matching with a box
template (Fig.3). Subsequently, the maximal correlation
coefficient is computed for each image. Images with a
coefficient lower than an experimentally defined value
(see Section III for the precise experiment evaluation)
are dropped as they contain no animal.

Fig. 3. Box detection using edge detection and template matching. Top left:
red channel of the original image. Top right: Canny detector output. Bottom
left: Box template for correlation computation. Bottom right: Bounding box
centered at the coordinates of the correlation maximum.

• Eye detection - As assessment of eyes (orbital tight-

ening) is a key component of grim scale scoring, the
score for image grading is based on eye visibility. To
localize the eyes in the images, we designed and trained
a fully convolutional neural network (FCN) for semantic
segmentation. Network design was optimized iteratively
with both localization performance and computational
complexity in mind. The final architecture is shown in
table I. A sample output of the net is shown in Fig. 4.
To improve detection performance, manual annotations
were given an additional “don’t care” label around the
marked eye positions to improve inter-class difference
between eyes and background or fur texture.

Layer Type
Input: (X, Y, 3)

Conv2D 64, 3x3 Kernel
Conv2D 32, 3x3 Kernel

MaxPooling 2 x 2
Dropout 1/4

Conv2D 64, 3x3 Kernel
Conv2D 64, 3x3 Kernel

MaxPooling 2 x 2
Dropout 1/4

UpSampling2D (4, 4)
Conv2D 32, 3x3 Kernel

Dropout 1/4
Conv2D 2, 3x3

Output: Softmax2D
TABLE I

NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 4. FCN performance. Left: original input image. Center: manually
defined ground truth segmentation (black - background, white - eye, gray -
ignore). Right: FCN output.

• Key frame extraction - in a final step, images that
are well suitable for grim scale-based pain assessment
are extracted. In order to define a quantitative measure
for image grading, veterinary experts with experience
in grim scale assessment were interviewed. The experts
agreed that in order to be well suited for assessment,
the image should show a side view of the animal as
this perspective allows optimal grading based on all of
the grimace scale’s sub-scores. Therefore, our proposed
frame extraction algorithm rejects all images with more
than one detected eye as these images show frontal
views of the mouse. Subsequently, a score defined as the
number of all pixels for which the FCNs final softmax
layer returned 1 is computed for all non-rejected images.
To ensure that the frames are not sampled from the same
sub-sequence in the video, non-maximum suppression
is applied to the computed scores. Finally, the output



images are sorted in descending order according to their
score, allowing to draw an arbitrary number N of the
best frames in the video.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

To evaluate our algorithms, a total of 202 images has been
exported from video files and mouse eyes have been manu-
ally annotated in all images. Subsequently, all algorithms of
our pipeline were evaluated using this image data.

A. Subimage slicing

The slicing procedure succeeded on all images of the
dataset, returning 808 valid subimages.

B. Box detection

The cross-correlation score was computed for all subim-
ages. As shown in Fig. 5, two distributions can be seen
in the resulting scores. The small distribution with lower
scores corresponds exactly to the images containing no box,
while all images containing a box are in the higher-ranging
distribution. Using a threshold of 7.5 allows to differentiate
between both groups with no misclassifications.

Fig. 5. Cross-correlation coefficients of the subimages. Blue - images
containing a box with a mouse in them. Green - images with no box.

C. FCN performance

To assess FCN performance, the network has been trained
on the 808 generated subimages. For evaluation, eye posi-
tions have been marked in 240 additional subimages. The
localization succeeded in all cases with a maximal distance
of 5 pixels between the centers of the automatically localized
and manually annotated eye positions. The average distance
between both eye positions was 2.21 pixels. A histogram of
the results is shown in Fig. 6.

D. Key Frame Extraction

The extracted key frames were assessed qualitatively by
experienced mouse grim scale annotators. The experts agreed
that the extracted frames are well usable for grim scale
assessment.

Fig. 6. Histogram of the distances between manually annotated and
automaticalyl detected eye centers.

E. Benchmarking

A performance measurement of our pipeline on an Intel
i5-760 with 2.80 GHz and a GeForce 980Ti graphics card
has shown that our algorithm can process a full frame
(four subimages) in about 1.3 seconds. When one frame
per second is exported for automated assessment, then the
pipeline can evaluate a video automatically close to real time,
thereby nullifying the time that currently needs to be invested
into manual frame selection and drastically decreasing the
amount of time between video acquisition and availability
of frames for scoring, thereby allowing faster reactions to
score changes visible in the videos.

IV. CONCLUSION

Our evaluation has shown that our proposed pipeline
allows a robust and efficient selection of key frames for grim
scale assessment. Our preprocessing methods for subimage
generation and box detection allow a reliable generation of
single-mouse images for assessment, while score computa-
tion based on FCN-driven eye detection allows to pick the
frames that are best suited for assessment. Qualitative anal-
ysis of the final images performed by experienced manual
annotators reports good expert acceptance of our selected
images.

V. DISCUSSION

In our work, we presented a set of novel methods for
the automated selection of key frames for efficient grim
scale rating of the widely used C56BL6 mouse strain. Image
preprocessing for subimage generation and box detection was
performed to generate images containing single animals only,
while a fully convolutional neural network was designed
for eye detection. A score based on the FCN output was
introduced to automatically select frames that are well us-
able for annotation. The proposed algorithms work reliably
on our presented dataset and greatly help in reducing the
time needed for selection of frames for mouse grim scale
assessement.
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